Scholastic Performance Flow Chart

**Good Academic Standing**

Good Academic Status noted on transcript record. Note: The 2.0 cumulative G.P.A. is a CSI graduation benchmark for degrees and certificates.

**Cumulative G.P.A. at or above a 2.0**

**Alert Status**

Alert Status noted on transcript record.

**Cumulative G.P.A. between 1.50-1.99**

**Proposal:** Status to be indicated on MyCSI

**Probation Status**

Cumulative G.P.A. below 1.5

Probation Status noted on transcript record.

**Suspension Status**

Semester term G.P.A. below 1.5

Suspension Status noted on transcript record.

**Proposal:** An e-mail will be sent out to students and their major advisor informing them of their probation status.

**Alert Status Removed!** When cumulative G.P.A. reaches a 2.0 or higher

**Proposal:** Status to be indicated on MyCSI

**Probation Status Removed!** When cumulative G.P.A. is at a 2.0 or higher

A student will remain on a suspension contract with the Advising Center until their cumulative G.P.A. is at a 2.0 or above.

**Suspension Status Removed!** When the student reaches a cumulative 2.0 G.P.A. or above, he/she will be removed from Suspension Status and any suspension contract-related academic holds will be removed.

**Alert Status Removed!** When cumulative G.P.A. reaches a 2.0 or higher

If the student breaks the contract agreement, he/she will be suspended from CSI for one semester term.

If the student is unable to maintain "successful" contracts after their one semester term suspension, the student will be suspended for one school year.

Students that are suspended for one school year have the right to appeal through the Office of Instructional Administration.

If the student is unable to maintain "successful" contracts after their one semester term suspension, the student will be suspended for one school year.

A student will be given the first semester on suspension contract, and the following semester to maintain "successful" contracts.

NOTE: All students who return to CSI, after sitting out their respective suspension, will remain under the same Suspension Contract procedures.
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